We present a novel approach for in-network context processing in wireless resource restricted networks. The method reduces the computational complexity and communication load in a network and is therefore well suited for application in resource restricted wireless sensor networks. Additionally, we separate context aggregation and interpretation and fairly distribute the processing load of context aggregation among individual devices in a network. Context interpretation is applied by the last device in this context processing chain. This context interpretation can respect differing and even contradictory expectations although context is processed only once.
INTRODUCTION
With the evolution of computing and sensing devices, nodes with sensing and communication capabilities are at an increasing degree installed in public spaces. Examples are sensors in mobile devices carried by individuals as well as fixed nodes that possess sensing capabilities (e.g. video installation, temperature, humidity, time, network load, channel quality, light intensity [1] ). This setting paves the way for context aware and ubiquitous applications in which sensing devices are ubiquitously integrated into everyday objects and activities.
In figure 1 an exemplary meeting environment is depicted. Computation in this setting is embedded in multiple objects. Assume that these devices sense environmental stimuli and distribute this information among devices for further processing. Several authors have demonstrated the potential of distributed sensing devices to estimate environmental situations or contexts. With these approaches, context processing is typically divided into modules for context acquisition, feature extraction, classification and context processing.
With the Context Toolkit [2] , Dey distinguishes between context widgets that acquire context information from a sensor, interpreters that abstract context information and aggregators that combine several pieces of context information.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. [3] . It provides means to derive higher-level context from lower level sensor data. The framework basically represents a network of nodes that interact with each other. It is scalable, supports mobility of nodes and is self managed. Solar is designed as a service-oriented middleware in order to support the distribution of its components. The data flow between sensors and applications may be composed as a multi-layered acyclic directed graph both at design time or at runtime.
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The Context Fabric architecture [4] , proposed by Hong and Landay uses info spaces that store tuples about an entity. These info spaces consist of several components that function as context sources as, for instance, sensors.
The Gaia framework [5] contains several services that can be distributed among nodes. An event manager service enables the implementation of loosely coupled applications through these services.
Yau et al. [6] propose a Reconfigurable Context-Sensitive Middleware. The components contained in this middleware comprise a context manager and remote sensors. A related middleware was proposed by Gu et al. in [7] . The authors discuss a service oriented middleware for building contextaware services. Service components in this architecture are, for instance, a context interpreter, a service discovery as well as distinct context aware applications. For communication among components the Java RMI is utilised. Due to its high resource demands, this approach is not well suited for the application in a network of computationally restricted devices.
These approaches typically combine context processing components as, for instance, context classification or feature extraction and distribute the components in the network. These components are then processed by individual nodes in a network [8, 9, 3] . As a consequence, individual devices execute these modules as whole. Context classification, for instance, is then computed by one node exclusively so that this node has to bear the complete computational load. Furthermore, as context sources are distributed among nodes in the network, sensed information has to be routed to the node processing the context information. Since communication is presumably the most energy consuming task for wireless sensor nodes, this paradigm of centralised processing is likely not optimal regarding the energy consumption in a network.
The problem that multiple sensed data items are transmitted over long distances before the data is processed is then typically addressed by sensor-fusion approaches. The idea in these approaches is to combine measurements from multiple sources [10, 11, 12] . A distribution of processing load in the sense that several nodes collaboratively process context so that the functions of one such component would be virtually distributed among nodes in a network is currently not discussed in the literature.
The benefits of such an approach, however, are obvious. Small parts of a complex computation are less resource demanding. This might also reduce the computational demand for each individual node so that cheaper and less energy consuming nodes are possible. Also, less communication among nodes is required when data is pre-processed by nodes in the proximity of the environmental observation and not routed to a distant node for processing. This reduces the energy consumption and congestion in a network.
A distribution of processing load of algorithms has been reported, for instance, for the parallel algorithm to compute a FFT as presented in [13] . Further examples for algorithms that are executed in a truly distributed fashion among wireless nodes are MPEG encoding [14] , the computation of confidence in mobile agents [15, 16] and also distributed source coding [17] . However, context classification or aggregation is not yet implemented in a truly distributed fashion
Context and expectation awareness
Ubiquitous installations at public spaces are utilised by several individuals with differing expectations on the system behaviour. This may result in distinct contexts that are to be detected for the same set of inputs. For instance, different individuals might perceive a given temperature and humidity differently. While one person might feel comfortable, others might experience cold. Therefore, a context aware approach in a public space has to respect a very diverse set of expectations that may also lead to contradictions. To satisfactorily support context processing in public spaces, it is therefore important to sufficiently react also on expectations or profiles of individuals. Regarding the architectures for context processing described above, a distinction between profiles of individuals is not assumed. One example that enables the consideration of profiles is the PACE middleware, proposed by Henricksen et al. in [18] . This middleware consists of several loosely coupled components, including a preference management system that enables the distinction between several user profiles. Again in this architecture, complex components are distributed among processing nodes.
A related user profile management scheme was presented in [19] . The authors describe a complex component that is implemented on an individual device. Another approach are context Ontologies as detailed in [20] . With the use of these structures, it is possible to translate between different world models for perceived contexts. These approaches are useful for classified context values that have possibly experienced sophisticated processing in advance. Their main focus is on smart devices with high processing capabilities. We aim at a mechanism with which a minimum amount of pre-processing of context values is conditioned in advance.
In particular, we distribute context representation and processing in a networks of nodes and separate the context processing from the interpretation with respect to individual expectation, profiles or preference. This general idea is, for instance, similarly described in [21] . In this work, different sub-models for context processing can be activated dependent on preferences of individuals. Context processing differs among these sub-models. In contrast to this scheme, we claim that context processing can be identical for different profiles or expectations while only the interpretation of the processed context might differ.
Context classification
For the recognition of context, complex approaches are applied as, for instance, Self Organising Maps [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] , Growing Neural Gas [28, 29] , Hidden Markov Models [30, 31] , or also Principle Component Analysis [32, 33] . The context is then typically processed in a dedicated device with sufficient processing power. In a network of distributed devices, these processing requirements will typically surcharge the processing capabilities of nodes. Such an approach is therefore infeasible in a setting of distributed resource-restricted nodes. We propose to equally distribute the processing load for context processing among nodes in a network.
We propose an approach to in-network context processing that is computationally cheap, robust against altering network topology and node failure, self adaptive and self healing as well as optimal regarding the total energy consumption in the network required for the processing of contexts.
EXPECTATION AWARE PROCESSING
For context aware applications, context is processed from data of various input sources. In many implementations, this processing of the context data constitutes data acquisition, feature extraction, aggregation and interpretation. Often, these functions are either all processed by a single node or assigned to specialised nodes (e.g. for aggregation or interpretation). Since we aim to provide a context processing scheme that has a low processing and communication load we make the following assumptions.
Data acquisition Data is acquired by the node hosting the respective sensor
Feature extraction Features are extracted either by the node that acquired the data or by a node in direct proximity in order to achieve a low communication load Interpretation The aggregated context data is interpreted at the device that runs the application which actually utilises the context information. Since each device may be conditioned on different expectations or profiles, the interpretation might differ among devices while the feature extraction and aggregation can be identical.
In the following sections we detail a context representation that enables the separation of context aggregation and interpretation in a network of distributed nodes.
A sphere based context representation
In order to be able to distinguish several expectations of individuals so that identical environmental stimuli might lead to distinct context classifications for differing expectations, we distinguish between environmental stimuli and individual-specific expectations. Figure 2 depicts this general idea. Environmental stimuli are combined with expectations in order to derive a specific context. The representation of a given expectation is combined in the ⊕-Operator with the environmental measurements of a sensor node. Afterwards, the result of this computation is forwarded to the next node. When the last node has completed its computation, the distributed context classification is finished.
We require that the processing is robust against changes in the order of the processing nodes. This is very important in networks of mobile and wireless nodes that might experience topology changes frequently.
In the figure, contexts are classified with respect to n distinct expectations so that possibly up to n different contexts for a given set of environmental stimuli are derived by this approach.
To encode measurements of nodes we propose to use rotations applied to a vector in a predefined sphere to represent distinct measurements of sensor nodes. Each expectation of an individual is represented by a unique rotation r of a vector in this sphere.
Equally, a measurement of a sensor node is also represented by rotations of a unique angle applied by the distinct nodes. Each node encodes its measurement value into multiples of a rotation around a unique angle. We require that rotations of sensor nodes are orthogonal to the rotations for distinct expectations. Furthermore, rotations are chosen such that 1. no integer multiple of a given rotation r will lead to the original rotation of the vector 2. For two rotations r1 and r2 applied by two nodes s1 and s2 with s1 = s2 we require r1 = r2
3. rotations applied by nodes are orthogonal to rotations applied for distinct expectations.
Observe that, with these preconditions, two sets of measurements and expectations lead to an identically rotated vector only when 1. all expectations and measurements are identical 2. all rotations that belong to expectations are processed either before or after all rotations that represent context features.
We represent rotated vectors in a Bloch sphere as
The states of this context representation are composed of the two basis states
When we require |α| 2 + |β| 2 = 1 we can rewrite this equation as
with θ, φ, γ ∈ R. As detailed in [34] , we can ignore the factor of e iγ as it has no observable effect and effectively come to the representation
The values θ and φ define a point in the unit-three-dimensional sphere as depicted in figure 3 . Alternatively, we can understand θ and φ as polar coordinates of a vector − → v ∈ R 3 :
We now presume that rotations for expectations are applied on the z-axis while rotations representing distinct measurements are applied on the x-axis. For two rotation matrices we define these rotations as
When rotation θ is chosen such that it is no multiple of 360
• , each rotated point represents a unique set of expectations and measurements in the system. Measurements are encoded as integer multiples of distinct rotations. Arbitrary unitary matrices may be decomposed as
with α, β, γ, δ ∈ R [34] . Observe that the second matrix is an ordinary rotation. However, the first and the last matrix are also rotations on a different plane. This decomposition can be utilised to give a prescription for performing an arbitrary context processing operation. Figure 4 shows an example of rotations applied to a vector in the Bloch-sphere.
Summarising, we have proposed a novel representation of situational contexts that can be very efficiently computed by distributed nodes in a wireless network. A specific context classification may then be formed by e.g. nearest neighbour approaches.
Discussion
In this section we discuss the benefits and drawbacks of utilising rotations on a Bloch-sphere to represent measurements in an observed environment as well as expectations of individuals.
Possible benefits of this representation are that 1. by mapping the context processing to rotations of vectors in a Bloch-sphere, the processing can be easily distributed in a network of nodes where each node only processes and applies its own measurements.
2. situations are uniquely mapped to contexts since rotations can be chosen to be unique for distinct nodes. For each set of measurements and expectations, the system will compute a unique context representation.
3. the order of processing is arbitrary and rotations can be merged at arbitrary points in the computation process (provided that all rotations along one axis are applied before the first rotation along another axis is computed).
4. the approach is robust to topology changes in the physical network since the processing order is arbitrary.
5. computational load is low for distinct nodes as only rotations on a three dimensional vector space are applied.
6. expectations can be applied at arbitrary time in the computation as they are represented by orthogonal rotations in the sphere. Therefore, expectations of an individual need only be known to a single node in the network.
7. one can compute contexts for distinct expectations by applying the corresponding rotations one after another. Therefore, context processing for distinct expectations is effectively separated from context interpretation.
However, some complications arise as it is complicated to derive from a given rotation the distinct measurements that let to this rotation.
Consequently, when nodes die or are added, this information can not directly be extracted from a vector representing a context classification. We are currently working on mechanisms to track the participating sensors independently. This is also important to derive context representations in the neighbourhood of a given representation. Since neighbouring points in the Bloch-sphere are derived by applying a rotation or inverse rotation of any of the rotations applied in the course of calculating the current point, all rotations applied have to be known.
Assumptions
The context representation presented is suited for arbitrary context data that can be represented as discrete values. However, it is, for instance, not suited to represent continuous data streams. In general, the following assumptions have to hold for the communication network in order for our approach to be successfully applied. 
CONCLUSION
We propose a context processing scheme that separates context acquisition, feature extraction, aggregation and interpretation among distributed devices in a network. In particular, we suggest to implement the feature extraction in close spatial proximity of the place where it has been acquired. Additionally, we suggest that the context interpretation is executed on the device or application utilising the context value. With the proposed context processing scheme, it is possible to 1. fairly distribute computational load for context aggregation among nodes in a network 2. support context interpretation with respect to individual dependent expectations or profiles and without the requirement of multiple context acquisition procedures.
To be able to comply with the first requirement, we propose a novel representation of context data. This representation is well suited for context data processing on resource restricted wireless nodes. The distinct computations applied by individual nodes are cheap and a complex state can be represented by only two values θ and φ. Due to the latter property and since the order in which processing by individual nodes is arbitrary, communication load in a network of distributed nodes can be kept small.
We claim that, after context data has been aggregated by this process, different expectations or profiles of individuals can be respected by different interpretations of the processed context data.
